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Abstract—Device scaling and large-scale integration have led to growing concerns about soft errors in microprocessors. To date, in all
but the most demanding applications, implementing parity and ECC for caches and other large, regular SRAM structures have been
sufficient to stem the growing soft error tide. This will not be the case for long and questions remain as to the best way to detect and
recover from soft errors in the remainder of the processor—in particular, the less structured execution core. In this work, we propose
the ReStore architecture, which leverages existing performance enhancing checkpointing hardware to recover from soft error events in
a low cost fashion. Error detection in the ReStore architecture is novel: symptoms that hint at the presence of soft errors trigger
restoration of a previous checkpoint. Example symptoms include exceptions, control flow misspeculations, and cache or translation
look-aside buffer misses. Compared to conventional soft error detection via full replication, the ReStore framework incurs little
overhead, but sacrifices some amount of error coverage. These attributes make it an ideal means to provide very cost effective error
coverage for processor applications that can tolerate a nonzero, but small, soft error failure rate. Our evaluation of an example ReStore
implementation exhibits a 2x increase in MTBF (mean time between failures) over a standard pipeline with minimal hardware and
performance overheads. The MTBF increases by 20x if ReStore is coupled with protection for certain particularly vulnerable pipeline
structures.
Index Terms—Simulation, fault tolerance, fault injection, redundant design.
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INTRODUCTION

A

MONG the various issues facing the scaling of implementation technologies into the deep submicron
regime, cost-effective design of reliable processors in the
presence of transient errors remains a challenge. Transient
errors can arise from multiple sources: external sources,
such as high-energy particles that cause current pulses in
digital circuits, as well as internal sources that include
coupling, leakage, and power supply noise.
While transient errors (also known as soft errors) have
always to some extent plagued semiconductor-based digital
systems, the scaling of devices, operating voltages, and
design margins for purposes of performance and functionality raises concerns about the increased susceptibility of
future-generation systems to such transient effects. Historically, transient errors were primarily of concern for those
designing high-availability systems or systems used in
electronics-hostile environments such as outer space.
Because of the confluence of device and voltage scaling
and the increasing complexity of digital systems, the
problem of transient errors is forecast to be a problem for
all future digital systems. From high-energy neutrons alone,
experts estimate that Failures in Time (FITs) for a chip will
scale at a minimum with the number of devices (i.e., with
Moore’s Law).
Known, effective techniques exist for protecting large onchip SRAM structures such as caches (e.g., parity and ECC),
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but the question of protecting the unstructured control logic
that exists within a modern processor pipeline remains
open. The amount of chip area devoted to such general logic
is increasing with chip complexity and, therefore, the effects
of transient errors through combinational logic networks
and pipeline latches is of particular concern. Few, and
mostly ad hoc and costly, techniques exist for protecting the
instruction processing pipeline of a modern high-performance processor.
As a case example, when IBM designed the S/390 Server
G5 [29], a high tolerance to soft errors was deemed
necessary. Parity and ECC provided error coverage for
much of the design, but full duplication was used for the
execution pipeline. This decision was made to ensure
minimal impact to performance while providing maximal
error coverage. This costly approach may be acceptable for
a flagship product intended for the high availability market
segment. However, it may not be suitable for mainstream
use where cost is of greater concern and where applications
demand reliable operation but are generally not mission
critical. Instead, a lower cost (in terms of die space, design
complexity, and power consumption) solution that provides sufficient soft error coverage might provide an
attractive alternative.
We propose the ReStore processor architecture, which
uses a combination of short-term on-chip architectural
checkpoints with novel symptom-based error detection to
provide high degrees of transient error protection at low
cost. In our previous work [32], we observed that a very
large fraction of simulated transient errors injected into the
latches and RAM cells of a modern processor pipeline
(using a Verilog processor model) were logically masked
before they could adversely affect the executing application.
Those injected faults that did corrupt the application often
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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did so quickly and noisily. That is, such faults cause events
that are atypical of normal or steady state operation in
addition to generating a data corruption; these atypical
events serve as warnings that something is amiss. We call
such events transient error symptoms. Examples of such
symptoms include exceptions (e.g., memory protection
violation, etc.) and incorrect control flow (e.g., following
the wrong path of a conditional branch). The tendency for
these symptoms to occur quickly after a transient, coupled
with a checkpointing implementation in hardware to
restore clean architectural state, enables a cost-effective soft
error detection and recovery solution.
In the ReStore Architecture, checkpoints are created by
the hardware every n instructions, where n might range
from 10 to 1,000 instructions, depending on design tradeoffs. As instructions are executed by the processor pipeline,
detection logic monitors the application for symptomatic
behavior. Detection of a symptom triggers rollback to a
checkpoint. If the checkpoint contains uncorrupted data,
then the soft error (if any) was successfully detected and
recovered. Because symptoms are early alarms, false
positives can occur; a symptom detector might falsely
trigger a rollback in the absence of an error. If this is the
case, the rollback was unnecessary and the processor incurs
a slight performance loss.
Errors are detected through time redundancy in the
ReStore Architecture. However, instead of providing complete time redundancy, the symptom detectors trigger in
situations that are likely to occur in the presence of an error.
Thus, the cost of redundancy is only paid when a soft error
is likely to be present—in essence, redundancy on demand.
While additional hardware is required to implement such a
framework, we believe that many of the required components will exist in future microprocessors for the purpose of
high-performance execution (i.e., speculation). Current
microprocessors already maintain checkpoints across 10s
of instructions for purposes of speculation recovery.
We make several contributions in this paper. We
describe and evaluate the ReStore processor architecture.
We describe the checkpointing process and argue that it is
an extension of the checkpointing performed by highperformance processors today. We perform a series of
statistical fault injection studies to evaluate the coverage
provided by symptom-based checkpoint restoration. In
particular, we examine two classes of symptom detectors
that we empirically observe to be the most common
harbingers of data corruption due to soft errors: exceptions
and errant control flow. We find that, with these two
symptom detectors, we are able to reduce the incidence of
soft error-related silent data corruption by 2x over a
standard, contemporary high-performance pipeline, with a
marginal effect on performance and a slight increase in
implementation complexity. If the ReStore pipeline is
augmented with parity protection on certain pipeline
structures, the mean time between data corruptions
increases to 7x over a contemporary baseline. In addition,
to support implementation, we propose the use of event
logs to compare and contrast the events that occur during
the original and redundant executions. This mechanism
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Fig. 1. ReStore architecture diagram.

enables error logging and dynamic control of the error
coverage/performance trade-off.

2

PROCESSOR ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we present a high-level overview of the
ReStore processor architecture. ReStore is an augmentation
of a modern high-performance processor with components
for soft error symptom detection, checkpoint storage, and
recovery. We argue in this section that the additional
mechanisms required for ReStore, in particular the checkpointing mechanism, are straightforward extensions to
hardware currently added to today’s processors.

2.1 Microarchitectural Overview
Fig. 1 presents a conceptual block diagram of a generic
processor pipeline, augmented with the ReStore mechanisms. Key features of this architecture include a checkpoint
store that stores a snapshot of architectural state from
10-1,000 instructions in the past. This state is the “safe”
state, and is restored when one of the symptom detectors
signals that an error might have occurred. These detectors
are distributed throughout the execution pipeline, depending on the symptom they are based on; in the figure, they
are conceptually located in the Symptom Detect block.
Logically, a checkpoint is a snapshot of the architectural
register file and memory image at an instance in time. At
the hardware level, the register file can be checkpointed by
saving off its contents, either through explicit copying or by
saving the current mapping between architectural registers
and physical registers. Various techniques for doing so
exist, some of which are used in today’s microprocessors
[6]. Depending upon the implementation, the latency of
register checkpointing can be minimal (e.g., one cycle) with
the appropriate hardware resources, with negligible impact
on the performance of the processor.
Creating checkpoints for memory state is more involved.
The basic idea is to buffer the memory updates executed
between each checkpoint. This store buffer can be
implemented as a dedicated gated store buffer in the
execution core [16] or the L1 cache can be extended to
provide this functionality [30]. Clearly, in order to preserve
correct execution semantics, load instructions will need to
check the store buffer for recent store activity prior to
checking the caches.
New checkpoints are taken periodically to maintain a
recent recovery point. Furthermore, checkpoints must be
taken on external synchronization events. For example,
interrupts and synchronizing memory instructions force
checkpoints to be taken in order to maintain correctness.
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In order for the ReStore approach to provide resilience to
errors, the checkpointed state of the processor needs to be
hardened against data corruption. Because the update
frequency of this state is relatively low, it can be protected
with ECC for recoverability or parity for detectability.
Furthermore, propagation of corrupt data into the checkpoint store from neighboring components can be minimized
through careful design.
The specific design and implementation of the checkpointing mechanisms are beyond the scope of this paper. In
this paper, we assume that architects have designed low
latency and low overhead checkpointing mechanisms to
activate performance enabling speculation. We then leverage their mechanisms for soft error detection and recovery.

2.2 Speculation and Checkpointing Background
To further our argument that low-level architectural
checkpointing is well understood, we examine how
architectural checkpointing is used in today’s processors.
We also examine the concept of control flow speculation as
it necessitates the use of checkpointing and is a prelude to
one of our symptom-based error detection schemes that we
discuss in the next section.
Today, almost all processors are pipelined to increase
instruction throughput and most pipelines execute instructions in an out-of-order fashion to extract instruction-level parallelism from the instruction stream. In
order to make efficient use of such deeply pipelined,
out-of-order machines, speculation is required. And, in
order to support speculation, low-level architectural
checkpointing is required.
Deep pipelines force the instruction fetch unit at the front
of the pipeline to speculate and fetch instructions well
before it is known whether they are needed or not. In
particular, as branch instructions are fetched, their outcome
(e.g., taken or not taken) is predicted by the fetcher. Only
when the branch executes at the tail end of the pipeline is it
known whether the speculation was correct or incorrect. If
incorrect, the pipeline is flushed and the fetch unit resumes
fetching instructions at the correct memory address.
Because instructions can execute out-of-order, certain
instructions after a speculated branch (i.e., those on the
wrong execution path) might have executed and modified
architectural state and need to be undone, in some sense.
To perform recovery, register file values are restored by
recovering architectural to physical register mappings and
memory state is restored by flushing younger store
instructions from the store buffer [16]. In a modern
processor such as the Pentium 4 [6], the pipeline can
flush back to an arbitrary instruction in the pipeline,
which amounts to about 10-to-100 instructions of checkpointed state.
The historical trend of processor design has been to
speculate over longer periods of time partly due to
increased pipeline depth and out-of-order scheduling
windows, requiring longer checkpointing intervals. These
longer intervals are important to the ReStore architecture
since they enable detection and recovery of soft errors with
longer soft error to symptom propagation latencies.
Proposed future architectures clearly reflect the trend of
more speculation and longer checkpointing intervals [1].
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Because these checkpoints are generated and managed by
the processor hardware, they can be created and restored
with low latency.

3

SYMPTOM-BASED DETECTION

The novelty of the ReStore architecture is the use of
symptoms to perform error detection. Error detection has
historically been the costliest, most problematic part of
error-tolerant processor design. A symptom-based approach relaxes the constraints on the error detection
mechanism, allowing it to be approximate.
In this section, we empirically derive three candidate
symptoms by performing fault injection studies and discuss
how their detection might be accomplished in a processor
pipeline. We also discuss the use of event logs to aid in the
implementation of a ReStore processor and how symptom
detectors and checkpointing work together. Finally, we
generalize the notion of symptom-based error detection.

3.1 Examining the Wake of a Soft Error
When a soft error occurs in a processor pipeline, one of
three possible outcomes will arise:
The soft error will be masked or overwritten before it
can cause incorrect behavior. Since the error does not
result in a persistent data corruption or program
crash, we are not concerned with symptoms in this
category.
2. The soft error induces a failure by causing a
deadlock or livelock condition with the processor
hardware. These conditions are often easily detected
by watchdog timers or other liveness checks and can
often be recovered by flushing the pipeline.
3. The soft error propagates into live software visible
state (registers or memory state) and is not overwritten. Such errors are called persistent data
corruptions and soft errors that fall into this category
are the focus of this work.
As software runs on a processor, it continuously operates
upon the architectural state—reading values from registers
and memory, performing operations on the values, and
writing the results back. If the software operates on corrupt
values, not only could the data result be incorrect, but the
error could result in “side-effects.” For example, exceptions
(memory access faults or arithmetic overflow) and incorrect
control flow (following the wrong path after a conditional
branch) can be caused by corrupt data values feeding into a
pointer, arithmetic value, or branch instruction. These
events are examples of invalid program behavior—events
that should not occur in normal program execution.
In addition, more subtle events like cache and TLB
misses can also be caused by soft errors. These events are
valid and occur during normal processor operation since
memory caches and translation look-aside buffers are
designed to only buffer a subset of all possible entries.
These events are infrequent in steady state execution and
can indicate the presence of a soft error.
The essential question is: What happens to an executing
application shortly after a soft error has corrupted its
architectural state? Are there detectable events that can be
1.
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TABLE 1
Fig. 2 Category Descriptions

Fig. 2. Virtual machine fault injection.

used for symptom-based detection? We investigate this
question via fault injection campaigns on an instruction set
simulator capable of running Alpha ISA binaries. We elected
to perform this initial study on a virtual machine to remove
any hardware implementation specific effects. In other
words, we abstract away the processor implementation by
assuming that a soft error has already corrupted architectural state, focusing instead on the propagation of the incorrect
architectural state into a soft error symptom. For the fault
model in this experiment, we chose a single bit flip in the
result of a randomly chosen instruction to emulate the effects
of a failure-inducing transient fault. From our previous
experience, this fault model is a crude but reasonable
approximation of faults injected into a lower-level processor
model. The SPEC2000 integer benchmark suite was used as
the workload and each benchmark was subjected to
approximately 1,000 trials, yielding an overall error margin
of less than 0.9 percent at a 95 percent confidence level. A
summary of the results is provided in Fig. 2.
In the figure, each bar represents the number of
instructions elapsed between the fault injection to first error
symptom (if any). The vertical axis represents all trials,
divided into various categories, with the lower categories
taking precedence (for example, a trial that fits in both the
exception and cfv categories is placed in the exception
category). The different categories are described in Table 1.
For example, the masked category contains data corruptions
that did not ultimately affect the executing application.
Across the benchmarks, the average injected fault is
masked approximately 59 percent of the time. This high rate
of software level logical masking is due to the corruption of
results that are dead, transitively dead (data that is only
consumed by dead or other transitively dead instructions),
or a part of prefetch instructions [23]. We are primarily
concerned with the remainder of the trials—the 41 percent of
the injected faults that do cause persistent data corruption.
About 24 percent of all fault injections (more than half of
all failing trials) result in an ISA defined exception within
100 instructions. Most of these are memory access faults
(such as attempting to access a virtual page for which the
application does not have appropriate permissions), while a
small portion consist of arithmetic overflow or memory
alignment exceptions. Another 8 percent of all fault
injections result in an incorrect control flow within the

same 100 instruction latency. The vast majority of these
stem from selecting the incorrect target in a conditional
branch instruction (i.e., choosing the taken target instead of
falling through or vice versa).
The remaining trials either propagate corrupt values into
memory loads and stores or only affect register file values.
As the latency allowed for symptom detection is stretched
to the entire program length, the coverage provided by the
exception and cfv categories increases steadily—although the
majority of the coverage is still obtained with relatively
short latency. The reg category all but disappears as the
corruptions propagate into the other categories.
Thus, nearly 80 percent of the failure inducing faults
injected in this experiment result in an exception or control
flow violation within 100 instructions of the fault injection.
If one were able to detect these error symptoms and roll
back to a checkpoint at least 100 instructions in the past,
then 80 percent of the failure inducing faults would be
covered. Coupled with the intrinsic 59 percent masking
level provided by the application, only 9 percent of injected
faults would propagate to a failure.
The level of coverage provided by detecting exceptions
and control flow violations might at first seem rather high.
We reason that many of the instructions in a typical
program are devoted to calculating memory address values
and determining control flow [17], so corrupting the result
of a random instruction can often result in memory access
exceptions or incorrect control flow.
Furthermore, another contributing factor to the frequent
occurrence of memory exceptions is that, for many workloads, the virtual address space is significantly larger than
the memory footprint of the application. This increases the
likelihood that a random corruption in a pointer value will
result in a pointer to an invalid or unmapped virtual page.
Thus, an architecture with a smaller virtual address
space (or, correspondingly, a workload with a larger
memory footprint) may not exhibit such a large occurrence
of exceptions from soft errors. To investigate this effect, we
conducted another fault injection campaign where only the
bottom 32-bits of each 64-bit result were targeted. The data
showed that the exception category did indeed become
smaller, losing about 25 percent of its size. The slack was
consumed by the cfv and mem-addr categories, with the cfv
category picking up the majority. This indicates that control
flow-based symptoms would play a larger role on a
machine with a smaller virtual address space or on
programs with larger memory footprints.
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3.2 Implementation
Now that we have identified a handful of possible soft error
symptoms, we will discuss the implementation of hardware
mechanisms to detect such events.
3.2.1 Detecting Exceptions
Detecting memory access and alignment exceptions as soft
error symptoms is straightforward since all processors must
already detect and report any ISA-defined exceptions. In
the ReStore architecture, instead of stopping execution and
reporting an exception immediately upon its discovery, the
processor first rolls back to a previous checkpoint and
reexecutes the instructions leading up to the discovered
exception. If the exception fails to appear again, then a soft
error has been detected and possibly recovered from.
Otherwise, either the exception is genuine or a data
corruption occurred prior to the checkpoint.
Since there is a performance penalty associated with
rolling back to a checkpoint and reexecuting a set of
instructions, it is important to minimize the number of
rollbacks that occur in the absence of a real error. We call
such checkpoint restoration causing symptoms false positive
symptoms since they falsely hint at the presence of a soft
error. However, because exceptions are fairly rare during
error-free operation and, perhaps more importantly, program execution cannot continue without first handling any
exceptions that arise, there is little reason to not initiate a
checkpoint recovery on memory access, alignment, or any
other exceptions.
3.2.2 Detecting Incorrect Control Flow
Designing a low cost mechanism for detecting invalid control
flow is more difficult. Many techniques to monitor control
flow have been proposed in the past [18], but they all (to the
best of our knowledge) focus on detecting illegal control flow.
Illegal control flow occurs when the sequence of executed
instructions is impossible owing to a control flow transition
either in the absence of a branch instruction or in the presence
of a branch instruction but to an illegal target.
Here, not only do we wish to detect illegal control flow,
but we also wish to detect legal, but incorrect, control flow.
An example of legal but incorrect control flow occurs when
a conditional branch chooses the alternate target (taken
instead of not taken or vice versa). While such a control
flow transition is legal (it is one of the two acceptable
choices specified by the compiler), the branch condition is
evaluated incorrectly. Control flow watchdogs proposed
previously do not detect such invalid control flow.
Instead of designing another hardware or software
mechanism to identify the entire set of control flow
violations, we chose to leverage already existing hardware
in high-performance microprocessors. The pipeline flushes
described in Section 2 have a dramatic impact on performance since the latency to refill the pipeline after a flush is
proportional to the pipeline’s length. Thus, computer
architects have designed highly accurate branch predictors
to direct the front of the pipeline in order to minimize the
number of pipeline flushes required. These predictors
accurately predict the outcome of conditional branches
[14], [19], function returns, and other indirect and direct
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branches. They are typically correct for well over 95 percent
of branch instances.
We propose using these highly accurate control flow
predictors to aid in the detection of soft errors—if a control
misspeculation is discovered deep in the pipeline, perhaps
the branch predictor was indeed correct and the “misspeculation” was instead the result of a soft error. Control
misspeculations could be used as a symptom of soft errors
in this manner. Assuming that the processor implements
some form of checkpointing, restoration of a prior checkpoint and reexecution of the intermediate instructions
would result in recovery from any soft errors that had
occurred since the checkpoint was taken.
However, to minimize the performance overhead, we
wish to minimize the number of checkpoint recoveries that
occur. Despite a greater than 95 percent branch predictor
accuracy, the large frequency of branch instructions in
typical workloads implies that pipeline flushes are still
fairly common. Adding a checkpoint recovery on top of
each pipeline flush would be unacceptably costly in terms
of performance. To this end, we observe that architects have
also devised confidence predictors for conditional branch
predictions [2], [8], [13], which assign a level of confidence
to each conditional branch prediction. A confidence predictor is similar to a branch predictor; it monitors the
branch predictor’s past accuracy in predicting a particular
branch and determines a “confidence” for that branch.
Instead of performing a checkpoint recovery on each control
misspeculation, we only use the control misspeculation as a
soft error symptom if the misspeculation was labeled as
high confidence by the confidence predictor.
Used within the ReStore framework, the different
confidence predictors trade off performance (frequency of
checkpoint rollbacks) for soft error coverage (percentage of
soft errors detected) or vice versa. In this work, we selected
the JRS confidence predictor [13], prioritizing performance
over coverage. We note that, in ReStore, a control flow
violation need not be identified immediately. If a violation
initially slips detection, it could still induce soft error
symptoms (high confidence branch mispredictions or
otherwise) in its wake. If this is the case, the different
confidence prediction implementations trade off performance for error detection latency.

3.2.3 Detecting Memory Instruction Address Differences
In Fig. 2, a portion of failing trials that did not fall into the
exception or cfv categories fit into mem-addr. This indicates
that the injected fault perturbed the address of a memory
access instruction, but not enough to cause an exception in
the form of a segmentation fault.
Microprocessors use caches to mitigate long latency
accesses to main memory. They do this by keeping data
predicted to be useful in the near future close to the
processor core. Generally speaking, a large fraction of
memory accesses are served by the caches. A cache miss to
main memory often indicates a shift in the processor’s
workload and can also indicate the presence of a mem-addr
soft error. Thus, we chose to evaluate the use of cache
misses as error symptoms.
With cache miss symptoms, false positive error symptoms can also yield significant performance overheads
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similar to those seen with the use of misspeculated control
flow symptoms. If necessary, a predictor similar to the
branch confidence predictor in the previous section could
be used to mitigate the effects of false positives. We did not
explore this option in this work.

3.2.4 Event Logs
To support the implementation of ReStore, we propose
event logs that track and record the events leading up to a
symptom. These event logs enable detection of soft errors
during reexecution, which in turn allows for dynamic fine
tuning of the ReStore framework. Event logs can also
provide strong speculation hints (e.g., branch predictions)
and can provide input replication to ensure correctness
during reexecution (e.g., Load Value Queues [26]).
By tracking and recording events during both the
original and redundant executions, soft errors can be
detected and logged. As an example, with control flowbased symptoms, the event log might store control instruction outcomes. A soft error is detected if any control
instructions produce differing results between the original
and redundant executions. In the presence of differing
results, an implementation of ReStore may elect to reexecute
a third time to verify that the soft error occurred during the
original execution.
Being able to detect the presence of soft errors enables
dynamic fine tuning of the symptom-based mechanism. For
example, if a processor encounters a high concentration of
false positive control flow symptoms, it may elect to
temporarily ignore all symptoms in the interest of minimizing the performance robbing impact of checkpoint
recovery. Generally speaking, rollback distances can be
adjusted dynamically to trade off error coverage for
performance.
3.3 Putting It All Together
In summary, our symptom-based detectors trigger on the
following three events: “Did an exception occur?” “Did we
misspeculate a high confidence branch?” “Did a cache miss
occur?” When symptoms are detected, a prior checkpoint is
restored, which enables soft error detection and recovery.
Soft error detection and recovery in this context can be
implemented in a variety of ways. We’ve elected to outline
three possible implementations to illustrate a portion of the
design space.
The first implementation is the simplest of the three.
Upon detection of a symptom, a prior checkpoint is used for
recovery. Symptoms are ignored during reexecution to
ensure forward progress. Appropriate event logs are used
during reexecution to provide input replication where
necessary and to provide any speculation hints deemed
useful. In this implementation, event logs are not used to
record and compare symptom events, so soft errors are not
explicitly detected. In other words, false positive symptoms
and true symptoms both result in a checkpoint recovery,
but the processor makes no attempt to differentiate between
false positives and true symptoms. Note that, in this
implementation, during reexecution of instructions after a
symptom, the processor is vulnerable to the effects of soft
errors since we elected to ignore symptoms during
reexecution.
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For the second implementation, we note that processor
designers may place importance on determining when a
real soft error has taken place. This may be important for
error logging, for example. Maintaining event logs to
monitor symptom events would enable soft error detection
and our second implementation builds upon the first by
additionally incorporating this feature. Note that simply
recording symptom events may not be sufficient for this
purpose. For example, to determine whether a cache miss
was caused by a soft error corrupting an accessed memory
address, instead of recording the occurrence of the
symptom (cache miss), the event log should record the
accessed address. Simply recording and comparing cache
hits/misses is not informative for error detection purposes
since cache behavior can vary between original and
redundant executions, even in the absence of soft errors.
Finally, our third implementation addresses the vulnerability of the processor to soft error events during
redundant execution. When a symptom is detected, any
soft error events during reexecution that induce a symptom
are ignored for the purposes of initiating a checkpoint
recovery. We note that, if soft error events are infrequent
and symptoms are chosen carefully, reexecutions, and, thus,
soft error events during reexecution, are rare. This implies
that the processor’s vulnerability to soft error events during
reexecution is relatively small. Nonetheless, detecting
symptom causing soft errors that occur during reexecution
is a relatively simple extension of the second implementation. Whenever the symptom monitoring event logs identify
a difference between original and redundant executions, a
soft error has occurred in one of the two executions. Under
the assumption of a single error event, a second checkpoint
recovery and third execution of the same instructions
would be error free and uncover which of the first two
executions was erroneous. Note that the third execution is
only required when the first reexecution reveals the
presence of a symptom causing soft error. False positive
symptoms would never require the third execution, making
the performance impact of the third execution negligible
with current soft error rates.

3.4 Generalizing Symptom-Based Error Detection
The ReStore architecture is a framework into which other
symptom-based detection can be easily integrated. Generally speaking, candidate symptoms can be evaluated on the
following metrics: 1) the frequency that failure-causing
errors generate the symptom, 2) the typical propagation
latency from point of error to the symptom, and 3) the
frequency of the symptom in the absence of an error. The
first and second metrics evaluate the error coverage
provided by the candidate symptom. The third metric
provides a measure of the performance impact of incorporating the metric into the ReStore framework, i.e., the
incidence of false positives. For example, triggering
checkpoint restoration on data cache misses might not be
a good detection strategy as, while data cache misses are
favorable on Points 1 and 2, they may not be sufficiently
rare enough in the absence of transient faults and may cause
undue false positives (Point 3).
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speculation) that can affect the ways in which the processor
reacts to transient faults.

Fig. 3. Processor model diagram.

4

EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

In this section, we describe our experimental methodology.
First, we introduce the processor microarchitecture and
Verilog model used in our experimentation. Next, we
describe our fault model and fault injection framework and
then delve into how we used the processor model to
evaluate the ReStore architecture. Finally, we discuss the
statistical significance of the data presented.

4.1 Processor Model
Given that our objective is to examine the effects of transient
faults on a modern high-performance processor pipeline,
we needed to develop a sufficiently detailed model of a
representative microprocessor architecture. In this subsection, we describe the microarchitecture and the Verilog
model used in our experimentation. The model we use here
is a revised version of the model we used in our previous
work [32].
Our microarchitecture is a superscalar, dynamically
scheduled pipeline similar in complexity to the Alpha
21264 [3] and the AMD Athlon [20]. The processor executes
a subset of the Alpha instruction set—due to time
considerations, floating-point instructions, synchronizing
memory operations, and some obscure miscellaneous
instructions were not implemented. The processor includes
such features as speculative instruction scheduling, memory dependence prediction, and sophisticated branch
prediction, which are necessary ingredients for highperformance processing. The processor can have up to
132 instructions in-flight in the 12-stage pipeline. Every
cycle, up to six instructions are selected for execution using
a dynamic scheduler of 32 entries. A diagram of the
processor is shown in Fig. 3. The important point to note is
that our microarchitecture is representative of currentgeneration high-performance microprocessors; it contains a
similar rich set of performance enhancing features (e.g.,

4.2 Fault Model and Injection Framework
Our fault model is a single bit flip of a state element. This
fault model captures the state-inverting phenomenon of a
neutron-strike to a state-keeping transistor of a latch or
RAM cell. This model does not accurately represent faults
that occur within combinational networks. However,
combinational networks have much lower sensitivities
due to pulse attenuation, logical masking, and latchingwindow masking; they are not as problematic as state
elements [15].
Our experimentation consists of a set of trials, each
consisting of a fault injection and determination of outcome.
In each trial, the time at which to inject a transient fault is
first selected from a set of preselected random points. Then,
the bit to corrupt is selected randomly across all of the
eligible state of the processor. We chose to exclude caches
and predictor tables from the set of eligible state since
caches are easily protected by ECC or parity and corrupt
predictor table entries cannot lead to failure. The processor
model was allowed to “warm-up” prior to each fault
injection. We used seven of the 12 SPEC2000 integer
benchmarks as workloads: bzip2, gap, gcc, gzip, mcf, parser,
and vortex.
Before we proceed further, we must define “failure.” In
our previous work [32], if a fault injection propagated to
architectural state (typically, the register file or memory
data), we would label the trial a failure—even if the
corrupted architectural state was eventually overwritten,
masking the soft error. We had decided to define failures in
this way in an attempt to make as clean a distinction as
possible between soft error masking in processor microarchitecture and in software.
On the other hand, in this work, we wish to characterize
symptoms of “interesting” soft errors—those that cause an
error at some high level of abstraction. This ideal classification is difficult to accomplish and is doubly hard when
dealing with a detailed low-level model. As an approximation, we classify a trial as a failure when the architectural
state of the processor model is corrupt at the end of the trial.
This metric allows a trial to have its architectural state
corrupted by an injected fault and subsequently overwritten
without declaring the trial a failure. Assuming that the
simulations are allowed to proceed for sufficient time, the
approximation can be reasonably accurate. The following
paragraphs describe how trial outcomes are identified.
After each fault injection occurs, the trial is continually
monitored for up to 10,000 cycles. These comparisons occur
against both a noninjected golden execution of the latchlevel Verilog model and an architectural level simulator.
The comparison against a golden Verilog model allows us
to conclusively identify if the injected error is masked by the
microarchitecture. If the entire microarchitectural state of
the processor model is equivalent to that in the golden
Verilog model, then the error has been masked. Furthermore, the comparison against an architectural level simulator allows us to identify if the injected error propagates to
software visible state (the ISA defined register file or
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TABLE 2
Description of Subcategories

confidence interval of less than 0.6 percent at a 95 percent
confidence level.
Fig. 4. Propagation of soft errors versus checkpoint latency.

memory space), and, if so, whether or not the effects of the
corruption eventually go away.
Actually, as described in Section 3, there is a second
means to failure besides architectural state corruption: a
“hung” processor due to deadlock or livelock. Deadlocks
and certain livelocks are detected by using a watchdog timer
that is reset as instructions retire, or finish execution, commit
their results, and exit the pipeline. A deadlock or livelock is
detected when the watchdog timer exceeds the maximum
expected latency between instruction retirements.

4.3 ReStore Implementation
Soft error symptoms in the form of ISA defined exceptions
did not require any modification to our Verilog model since
exception detection was already built in. On the other hand,
symptoms in the form of high confidence branch mispredictions require a confidence predictor. To satisfy this
need, we implemented the JRS confidence predictor and
integrated it into the fetch engine of our processor model.
As for the hardware checkpointing mechanism, we
modeled an ideal checkpoint/restore hardware that is
capable of creating/restoring checkpoints at zero latency.
Furthermore, the checkpoint store is protected and recoverable from soft errors via ECC. This idealization in the
processor model was done primarily for the sake of time
and to concentrate the study on the efficacy of symptombased detection. Because false positives symptoms incur a
performance overhead from extraneous checkpoint restorations, we use a high-level performance model in Section 5.2
to assess this overhead.
4.4 Statistical Significance
In this study, statistical sampling was used to identify
trends in the effects of transient faults, so enough samples
must be taken such that the experimental results have
statistical significance. Ideally, both the cycle in which the
fault injection occurs and the state bit that is affected would
be selected uniformly. While uniform sampling was
implemented for selecting the bit to corrupt, the fault
injections were performed on a set of about 280 points for
each experiment.
Each experiment’s results are the compilation of about
28,000 trials. If the faults could be injected at any randomly
selected clock cycle, the overall results would have a

5

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we present the results of our experimental
evaluation of the ReStore architecture. There are three
subsections: an examination of faults at the microarchitectural level, an evaluation of the ReStore architecture in
terms of error coverage and impact on performance, and an
assessment of scaling trends.

5.1 Soft Errors at the Microarchitectural Level
The objective of the experimental results described in this
subsection is to give insight into how often and how
quickly exceptions and invalid control flow occur in a
microprocessor after a soft error event. To conduct this
study, we performed fault injection campaigns on a
processor model, using the fault injection methodology
described in Section 4.
5.1.1 Fault Injection into All State
First, we investigate the soft error coverage obtained with
perfect identification of exceptions and incorrect control
flow. The results in Fig. 4 are analogous to the software
level injections in Fig. 2. As before, the x-axis represents
latency from error injection to symptom discovery in terms
of instructions retired. The y-axis plots the percentage of
trials that fell into each of the categories, which are
described in Table 2.
We rely on the well-understood watchdog timer mechanism to detect a deadlocked processor, treating a
saturated watchdog timer as a symptom as well. The
deadlock category represents the trials that are covered by
the watchdog.
Masked represents trials whose injected faults are overwritten and do not cause failure. Other represents trials
whose effects of fault injection remain at the end of the trial,
yet did not propagate to architectural state. Thus, within
our experimental framework, it is unknown whether or not
the injected fault would result in failure. Manual inspection
of trials in this category revealed that the vast majority of
the fault injections were made into seldom used (and very
likely dead) state. Examples include port conflict buffer
entries and miss handling registers. Thus, we assume that
the trials that fall into the masked and other categories at the
end of simulation are not failures. We are only interested in
failures and only 8 percent of all trials (those that fall into
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Fig. 5. ReStore coverage versus checkpoint latency for all processir states.

the deadlock, exception, cfv, sdc, and latent categories) are
failures.
Note that a trial could fit into multiple failure categories.
These trials are classified into only one of the categories in
the following order (from highest precedence to lowest):
deadlock, exception, cfv, and sdc.
From the figure, we observe that a much larger
percentage of faults are masked from causing failure when
compared to Fig. 2. In Fig. 2, faults were injected directly
into software running on a virtual machine, whereas, in
Fig. 4, fault injections were made into microarchitectural
state on a processor model. The processor architecture acts
to mask a high proportion of faults from propagating to
failure, accounting for the difference in failure rates.
We see that, with a moderate checkpointing interval of
100 instructions, approximately half of all failures are
covered by the deadlock, exception, and cfv categories. These
are failures that would be detected and recovered from in
the ReStore architecture, if we were able to identify control
flow violation symptoms perfectly. Furthermore, a large
fraction of the covered failures are covered by the easier to
detect deadlock and exception categories.

5.1.2 Fault Injection into Latches Only
We note that microprocessors are constructed with a
combination of SRAM arrays and latches or registers.
Furthermore, SRAM arrays tend to lend themselves well
to protection with parity or ECC since they usually store
data that is less transient in nature and only a small subset
of the data can be written or read at one time. Knowing this,
we ran another fault injection campaign that only targeted
pipeline latches and not SRAM arrays. Examples of
structures that were implemented as SRAMs in our
processor include the register file and register alias tables.
The experiment showed that ReStore covers a larger
percentage of failures originating from pipeline latch errors.
In the 100 instruction latency bin, the symptoms collectively
cover 75 percent of the failures. The key reason for this
difference is that fault injections into pipeline latches are
more likely to have an immediate impact on the instructions

flowing through the machine since the latches are “carrying” the instructions. Injections into RAM structures like the
register file and register alias tables may sit idle for a
relatively longer period of time before being read and used
by an instruction.

5.2 Evaluating the ReStore Architecture
Given the results from the previous subsection, we now
evaluate the ReStore architecture, using deadlocks, exceptions, high-confidence branch mispredictions, and cache
misses as detectors. First, we will examine a baseline
processor augmented with the ReStore mechanisms. Second, we will examine the additional benefit beyond ReStore
obtained by incrementally protecting portions of the
processor from soft error events. Finally, we evaluate
ReStore’s impact on processor performance.
5.2.1 ReStore only
Fig. 5 presents the error coverage obtained when all the
sequential state in the processor core are subject to soft
errors, while Fig. 6 presents the same data for only flipflops. The y-axis in both figures covers all trials that result
in failure, corresponding to all the categories in Table 2
except for masked and other.
Note that Figs. 5 and 6 were generated from approximately 7 percent of the trials. This has a negative impact on
the statistical significance of the results. The results in these
two figures have a confidence interval of about 2 percent at
a 95 percent confidence level.
Two new categories are introduced: covered and chance.
Covered indicates faults that induce an error symptom that is
caught by the ReStore configuration indicated on the x-axis.
Chance indicates trials in which the injected fault does not
induce a detected error symptom, however, a false positive
symptom was identified. Thus, both the covered and chance
categories represent trials in which ReStore recovered from
the injected fault.
The deadlock and exception categories, respectively,
indicate trials where deadlock and exception symptoms
were used to successfully detect and recover from soft
error events under ReStore. Finally, the sdc and latent
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Fig. 6. ReStore coverage versus checkpoint latency for all processor flip-flops.

trials represent injected faults that result in persistently
corrupted application data and escape detection and
recovery by ReStore.
Along the x-axis, various ReStore configurations are
enumerated. The suffix denotes the checkpoint interval in
instructions while the prefix denotes the symptoms that
are enabled. With increasing checkpoint intervals, older
checkpoints are restored on symptom detection which
enables more errors to be detected and recovered from. In
all configurations, deadlock and exception symptoms are
used since they suffer little to no performance penalty
from false positives. std and opt, the remaining three
symptoms are all used: high confidence branch misspeculations and load and store misses to memory. ldq, stb,
and br, load misses, store misses, and branch misspeculations are respectively used in isolation.
We chose to distinguish between load and store misses
because we found that they have different characteristics.
Loads that miss to memory often stall the entire machine
until the needed data is returned. Thus, using these idle
cycles to recover from a prior checkpoint often has minimal
impact to overall performance. On the other hand, store
misses are typically handled in the back-end of the
processor, off the critical path. This means that there are
no idle cycles to overlap the checkpoint recovery with.
Fortunately, not only are stores fewer in number compared
to loads, but we have observed that stores tend to have
higher cache hit rates, leading to fewer false positive
symptoms.
One advantage of scrutinizing store instructions as
opposed to loads is that stores provide a means for corrupt
register data to be transfered into memory. In particular, an
incorrect store address often corrupts data in not just one,
but two memory locations, increasing the likelihood that the
fault’s effects will persist. Thus, focusing on stores with
incorrect addresses tends to direct attention toward those
faults that are most likely to result in failure.
The std and opt configurations are differentiated by the
method used to calculate symptom detection latency. std,
latencies are calculated as the number of retired instructions
between fault injection and symptom event. On the other
hand, opt, the latencies are calculated between the initial

corruption of architectural (software visible register file and
memory) state and symptom event. Thus, std represents a
conservative error coverage estimate, while opt represents
the error coverage that a careful implementation of ReStore
would achieve. We note that the largest difference between
std and opt is observed at the smallest checkpoint intervals.
In [31], latencies were calculated by using the std method,
whereas, for the remainder of this paper, we use opt.
The deadlock and exception categories provide the lion’s
share of error coverage in all cases. In the ldq and stb
configurations, with 100 instruction checkpoint intervals,
the cache miss symptoms each cover about 20 percent of the
remaining errors after deadlock and exception. The chance
categories provide a nice coverage boost, but hints at the
presence of performance robbing false positives, which we
will explore later.
The coverage provided by high confidence branch
misprediction symptoms is disappointing: only 5 percent
of the remaining errors at a 100-instruction checkpoint
interval. There are three main reasons for this. First, the JRS
confidence predictor is conservative in identifying high
confidence branches. A perfect confidence predictor would
yield nearly twice the error coverage. A more accurate
branch predictor would also help. Second, about a third of
of the control flow violations are of the illegal variety.
Examples of illegal control flow include conditional
branches to incorrect taken targets or branching behavior
from a nonbranch instruction. A control flow monitoring
watchdog [18] would capture these events. Last, some of the
trials that fall in the exception category also exhibited
incorrect control flow. Thus, as previously discussed in
Section 3, on a machine with a smaller virtual address space
or larger application memory footprint, incorrect control
flow symptoms would play a larger role.
ReStore yields higher error coverage when fault injection
is isolated to flip-flop state. This is mainly due to the more
transient nature of data stored in processor flip-flops.
Corrupted data in SRAMs tend to linger before being
activated and propagating to a symptom. On the other
hand, corrupt data in flip-flops tend to flow along with
instructions in the pipeline, leading to shorter symptom
detection latencies.
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Fig. 7. Coverage trade-off between the protected processor state and
failure coverage.

5.2.2 ReStore + Low Hanging Fruit
In Fig. 7, we examine the trade-off between covering
portions of processor state from the effects of soft errors
and the error coverage obtained. The x-axis represents the
percentage of sequential elements in the processor protected against soft errors, while the y-axis represents the
corresponding percentage of failures that are recovered. In
essence, this is identifying the low hanging fruit of the soft
error problem. This data is important if design budgets only
allow soft error protection for a fraction of a design, perhaps
via replication, error correcting codes, radiation hardened
circuits, or error trapping latches [21].
To generate this plot, we divided the sequential elements
of the processor into disjoint sets of similar logical function.
Details about these sets can be found in [32]. Then, each set
is analyzed for susceptibility to errors through fault
injection and the sets are sorted by decreasing error
susceptibility. The ensuing data points represent the error
coverage obtained through incrementally protecting sets of
processor state from soft errors.
Six curves are shown, representing six different
processor configurations. The first, baseline, is the nonReStore-enhanced processor. At the knee of the curve,
protecting 30 percent of processor states covers 70 percent
of all errors. The remainder of the curves represent various

Fig. 8. Performance impact of false positive symptoms.
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ReStore-enhanced configurations. Note that the ReStore
curves all begin with more than 48 percent error coverage,
corresponding to the error coverages observed in Fig. 5.
As before, all ReStore configurations include deadlock
and exception symptoms. ReStore.ldq, ReStore.stb, and
ReStore.br, respectively, add load miss, store miss, and
branch misspeculation symptoms, while ReStore.all adds all
three. By protecting the most vulnerable 30 percent of
processor state from soft errors, more than 90 percent of
failures are mitigated in each of the ReStore configurations.
In particular, with 30 percent of processor state protected,
the ReStore.stb configuration covers about 95 percent of
errors. This translates into a 20x improvement in MTTF
(Mean Time to Failure) over the baseline processor.
ReStore.stb by itself contributes 59 percent error coverage,
while covering the most vulnerable 30 percent of the
processor pipeline provides 70 percent error coverage. Yet,
combining the two obtains 95 percent. The two techniques
tend to cover each other’s weaknesses. In particular, the
most vulnerable portions of the baseline processors are the
register alias tables, register free lists, and register file, all of
which are implemented with SRAMs. On the other hand,
ReStore provides better error coverage for flip-flop state, as
can be seen by comparing Figs. 5 and 6.

5.2.3 Performance Impact
In this section, we evaluate the performance impact
incurred from false positive symptoms. We expect that
symptoms originating from watchdog timer saturation and
exception events to be infrequent enough to have negligible
impact on performance. Thus, we focus on the cost in
performance due to checkpoint rollbacks from high confidence branch mispredictions and load and store misses.
We perform this evaluation on a timing model configured
to resemble our processor model. In order to support a
rollback distance of at least one checkpoint interval, two
checkpoints are maintained at all times. Thus, when a
rollback is required, the older checkpoint is used to restore
architectural state. The average rollback distance is therefore
one and a half times the checkpoint interval. During
reexecution of a checkpoint interval, a branch outcome event
log is used to provide perfect prediction of control flow,
eliminating control misspeculations during reexecution.
The results of this experiment are presented in Fig. 8. The
x-axis plots checkpointing intervals, while the y-axis plots
relative performance when compared against a baseline
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processor without checkpointing. The imm prefixed bars
indicate the performance impact when rollback occurs
immediately upon discovery of a symptom. This has the
disadvantage of possibly incurring multiple rollbacks to a
single checkpoint if multiple symptoms arise within the
same checkpoint interval. As an alternative, we also
simulated the performance impact when checkpoint rollback is delayed until the entire interval is executed. The
data from this experiment is represented by the delayed
prefixed bars.
At shorter checkpoint intervals, the performance hit due
to false positive load misses is minimal. This is because
most of the penalty of rolling back to a previous checkpoint
is overlapped with the miss to memory. As the checkpoint
rollback penalty approaches the miss latency (100 cycles),
the performance hit increases.
Implementing load miss symptoms also incurs another
form of performance overhead. This additional performance overhead comes in the form of an opportunity cost.
Run-ahead execution [4], [24] has been proposed as a means
to accurately prefetch data values and thus increase
processor performance. However, run-ahead requires the
use of the same idle cycles that ReStore (with load miss
symptoms) overlaps much of its checkpoint rollback
penalty with. Thus, implementing ReStore may also mean
sacrificing the performance gains that would otherwise be
obtained by run-ahead. It may be possible to implement a
hybrid run-ahead/ReStore scheme to retain most of the
benefits of both.
The performance hit due to store misses is minimal,
particularly in the delayed.stb configuration. Stores occur less
often than loads and have lower miss rates. Furthermore,
store misses are often clustered together, which proves very
beneficial with delayed checkpoint rollback.
The branch misprediction symptom is competitive with
the load and store symptoms at lower checkpoint intervals.
Using more accurate branch and confidence [2] predictors
would further mitigate the performance loss and also obtain
better error coverage.
Blindly using all five error symptoms to trigger checkpoint recovery (imm.all and delayed.all) yields high-performance overheads. Clever use of combinations of the five
symptoms might lessen the overheads without sacrificing
too much error coverage.

5.3 Scaling Trends
In this section, we examine silent data corruption FIT rates
as a function of design size for a variety of architectures. FIT
stands for Failures in Time, in billions of hours, and is a
measure of the reliability of a given design.
To generate the results shown in Fig. 9, we assumed a
raw FIT of 0.001 per bit [12], which is a widely accepted
estimate for per-bit FIT rate in SRAMs. The different
processor configurations are the baseline processor without
any error detection (baseline), with ReStore (ReStore, using
deadlock, exception, store miss symptoms, and 100 instruction checkpoint intervals), with the most vulnerable
30 percent of processor elements protected from soft errors
(lhf), and with both techniques (lhf+ReStore). The FIT
extrapolations are made assuming that the soft error
masking rate of the larger designs remains constant as
design size is scaled. A reliability goal of 1,000 MTBF or
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Fig. 9. FIT rates with device scaling.

mean time (years) between failures is reflected by the
horizontal line at 115 FIT. Any design whose FIT rises above
this line fails to meet this goal. Our model consists of
approximately 46,000 bits of “interesting” state—state
within the pipeline that is particularly problematic to
protect, that is, all processor state excluding caches and
prediction structures not needed for correctness. This is
approximately represented by the first data point in Fig. 9.
The interesting thing to observe is that the lhf+ReStore
configuration yields a MTBF comparable to a design about
1/20th the size.

6

RELATED WORK

Gu et al. [9], [10] and Smolens et al. [28] explored failure
modes from fault injections into general purpose registers.
They also noted a high percentage of failures from
exceptions. We investigate error propagation from microarchitectural state to architectural state and eventually
exceptions. Furthermore, we evaluate the use of exceptions
and other symptoms to aid soft error detection.
Patel et al. [25] explore the error coverage provided by
the rePLay framework, which performs checkpoint rollbacks on highly biased branch mispredictions. Like Gu
et al., they performed fault injections into general purpose
registers. Here, we perform a microarchitectural evaluation
in a more general framework.
Previous work has explored using parity, ECC and TMR
to provide spatial redundancy in processor cores [7], [11].
Franklin [5] noted different modes of failure throughout the
pipeline and proposed mechanisms to guard against them.
We propose an alternative, more cost-effective approach to
soft error detection and recovery.
Other work has introduced other forms of redundancy to
mitigate the effects of soft errors [22], [27], [33]. Each relies
on “full-time” redundancy, where the cost of redundant
execution is paid for on each instruction. Rather than
utilizing redundancy to detect and recover from soft errors,
Weaver et al. [34] reduce the exposure of instructions to soft
errors by squashing instructions upon encountering long
latency events like cache misses. Here, we introduce the
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ReStore architecture to provide efficient “on-demand” time
redundancy.

7

CONCLUSION

In this work, we propose the ReStore architecture which
leverages existing performance enhancing hardware for the
purpose of soft error detection and recovery. Selected highlevel events from microarchitectural structures (soft error
symptoms) are used to diagnose the likely presence of
failure causing soft errors, initiating checkpoint recoveries
for detection. Thus, the ReStore architecture employs ondemand time redundancy, minimizing hardware cost and
performance impact. Such an approach sacrifices some
amount of error coverage, but would be suitable for
environments where reliable operation is desired but not
at all costs.
The baseline processor had an intrinsic error masking
rate of approximately 93 percent, indicating that only 7 out
of every 100 introduced faults propagate to persistent data
corruption. With a 100 instruction checkpoint interval, an
example ReStore implementation detects and recovers from
half of all failures. Protecting the most vulnerable portions
of the baseline processor core and overlaying ReStore
extends the mean time between failures by 20x, while
incurring minimal hardware and performance cost.
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